Abstract
Community building can be seen as one of the most common
understanding policies in Taiwan since 1994. Author of this research has been
participating in the practical operation for over ten years, and observing two key
points. One is talent cultivation; the other one is community space
transformation. These two achievements are de facto the staged goals of Taiwan
community building through these years. Most importantly, they have
potentially influenced the sustainable development of community building.
With the angle of interaction of participants, this research tries to discuss
that under the view of community empowerment, government, NGOs and
community residents become the three main participants when the public takes
part in the community space transformation. The roles, position, function and
mission of the three participants will be examined here. Besides, for talents
cultivation, how do they exert empowerment to accumulate the efficient
achievement in the learning process?
Action research method is used in this research. MiaoLi County is the
research area. Through analyzing the subjects of community building,
community empowerment, public participation, community space
transformation and overseas cases, and combining the executing process of the
community building and community planner plans promoted by MiaoLi County,
this research is to study the interacting changes of the above subjects.
Furthermore, these subjects are to influence their own roles, position, function,
mission network and effective community empowerment mechanism.
After five-year action research from 2001 to 2005, this research found that
the relation of the above three main participants has changed from “
Top-Bottom
Dependent Relationship”into “
Balanced interaction Relationship”
, and been
finally moving to “
Triangle Inter-complementary Relationship ”
, an ideal net
structure of community building. In the different stages, the three main
participants should also shift different roles, related function and mission to
promote community building timely and properly. Especially, except
intermediary, lubricating and molding, NGOs should have the capability to
promote the level of the public community participation. For the public’
s
decision ability toward public affairs is not transferred from other objects, but
created from the effective learning process. This research introduced “
contract

learning”to confirm that an adequate learning process should provide an
“
asking- question education environment ”
. Based on certain knowledge basis,
teachers and learners have to adjust their roles during interacting, internalize the
new knowledge into part of their lives, and behave properly.
Under some special situations in Miao-li County, this research talks about
the close relation between daily life, professional knowledge and skill of
community building while the public participates community environment
building. It also examines how these main participants transfer their relation and
interacting process, and how to learn the operation of a growing community
empowerment mechanism. These related findings and conclusions could
provide some positive reference for other researchers. More importantly, it is
hoped that government, NGOs and communities to cooperate to accomplish a
concrete community vision in accordance with this research in the future.
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